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Microphone for calls
USB Charging Port
Previous Song/Volume Down
Multifunction button (change 
frequency, pick up/end calls & 
change music source)
Next Song/Volume Up
USB Charging Port/USB Playback
LED Display
Micro SD card Playback (at rear)



Initial Setup

Plug the Socket Rocket into 
your car's lighter socket and 

start your car

Hold down the right arrow 
until the screen displays 

"U30." This brings the device 
volume up

U30



Initial Setup (cont.)

In your phone's Bluetooth 
settings, connect to the Socket 

Rocket or HY87, whichever 
displays first 

Turn your car radio to FM and 
find a vacant (unoccupied) 

channel, such as 100.0 FM. A 
vacant channel means there 

is NO audio playing on it - you 
will simply hear radio static.

DO NOT USE NORMAL
LISTENING STATIONS
SUCH AS ABC RADIO



Initial Setup (cont.)

Hold down the green button 
and use the arrows to match 
the LED display to the exact 

radio station frequency that 
you just tuned your car to (e.g. 

100.0 FM)

Once you've followed these 
steps, ensure your phone and 

car radio volume is loud 
enough



Initial Setup (cont.)

All of your phone's audio, 
including music and calls, will 

now play through your car 
speakers!

 
You're all set up!



No sound! Or too quiet!

Your Socket Rocket volume is 
most likely on low or off

 
How do I change this?

 
Hold down the right arrow and 

bring the volume to U30
 

Ensure your phone and stereo 
volume are also turned up

 
If you still can't hear anything, 
then the sound isn't the issue. 

Refer to other pages.
 
 
 

U30



It sounds very static-y

You may need to play around 
with the 3 volumes & the

station you are using
 

If you're trying to play your 
music through a station that is 

a normal listening station, 
such as ABC Radio, it will NOT 

work properly
 

You can change the station 
you're using easily. Refer to 

page 5-6 
 

In some cases, you will need to 
play around with increasing 

and decreasing the car, phone 
and/or Socket Rocket volume 

to find the sweet spot for clear, 
static-free music

 
 



My phone won't connect!

If you can't find the Socket 
Rocket in your Bluetooth 
settings, try these steps

 
Unplug the Socket Rocket

 
Restart your phone/device

 
Plug the Socket Rocket back in

 
Visit your Bluetooth settings 

and connect to the device
 

If the Socket Rocket's LED 
display shows nothing when 

you plug it in, contact us
 



Callers can't hear me!

The Socket Rocket has an in- 
built microphone that can be 

used for phone calls
 

Ensure that your phone has 
NOT defaulted to use it's 

microphone instead of the 
Socket Rocket's microphone

 
Also consider the placement 
of the Socket Rocket in your 

car. If it is hidden away and in 
an enclosed space, it may be 
harder for callers to hear you

 
This problem can be fixed with 

an extension of the cigarette 
lighter socket which can be 
found online for around $15

http://www.socketrocket.com.au/


$5 OFF 
CODE:

GIFT
Thanks for supporting us. 

If you have any further 
questions, please reach 
out to us through email

Need another 
Socket Rocket?

http://www.socketrocket.com.au/
http://www.socketrocket.com.au/

